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PART-TIME WORK
The article emphasizes that the use of part-time work temporary employment leads to increased inequality and 

insecurity that undermines prospects for economic development, causing a steady decline in the living standards of 
employees. This article analyzes the problem of legislative regulation of relations between employers and employees. 
It is important to note that employers who are responsive to the desires and needs of their employees not only have 
more satisfied staff, but also benefit from their higher degree of motivation in carrying out their work. Improved 
motivation leads to higher productivity and a higher standard of work, which ultimately benefit the business.
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Problem setting. Labour law is one of the 
fastest moving areas in the law today. However, 
the role of the classic employment relationship is 
undergoing major rethinking at the current time 
and part-time work becomes more widespread in 
both developed and developing countries. The use 
of such form of employment leads to increased in-
equality and insecurity that undermines prospects 
for economic development, causing a steady de-
cline in the living standards of employees.

Analysis of recent researches and publica-
tions. Topical issues of legal regulation of such 
kind of non-standard forms of employment as part-
time work in a market economy is the subject of 
study of Ukrainian and foreign scientists, such 
as: F. Andersson, A.P. Bizyukov, A.K. Bhandari, 
I. Brinkley, P.H. Cappelli, S. Clauwaert, G.I. Cha-
nysheva, P. Fadeuilhe, C. Gather, E.S. Gerasi-
mova, V.E. Gimpelson, S.Y. Golovina, M. Hall, 
T. Hartmann, A. Heshmati, R.I. Kapelyushnikov, 
J.R. Keller, I.J. Kiselev, T.Y. Korshunova, M. Kur-
zina, I.A. Kostyan, C. Lang, I. Motorna, A. Muller, 
A.F. Nurtdinova, A.S. Prylypko, A.P. Rymkevich, 
J. Thompson, S.A. Saurin,  I. Schömann, G. Vakh-
itova, H. Wilson, S. Wölfing, G. Wünsche, I.I. Za-
vodovsky, O. Yaroshenko etc.

The purpose of this article is to examine the 
main characteristics of temporary employment, 
to research issues of ensuring the individual and 
collective labour rights of part-time employees.

Article’s main body. Non-standard forms of 
employment contracts cover diverse forms of em-
ployment relationships. The most common forms 
are fixed-term contracts and part-time contracts 
that are particularly affected by the impact of the 
economic crisis, putting employees in a very inse-
cure and precarious position. Part-time contracts 
were used for their flexibility compared to stand-
ard contracts, existing regulations on fixed-term 
and part-time work were adapted and loosened to 
facilitate recourse to more flexible forms of work 
contracts, and even more flexible forms of employ-
ment were introduced by creating new types of 
contract.

According to ILO Convention № 175 on Part-
Time Work (1994) the term part-time worker 

means an employed person whose normal hours of 
work are less than those of comparable full-time 
workers; the normal hours of work referred to in 
subparagraph (a) may be calculated weekly or on 
average over a given period of employment; the 
term comparable full-time worker refers to a full-
time worker who: a) has the same type of employ-
ment relationship; b) is engaged in the same or a 
similar type of work or occupation; and c) is em-
ployed in the same establishment or, when there 
is no comparable full-time worker in that estab-
lishment, in the same enterprise or, when there is 
no comparable full-time worker in that enterprise, 
in the same branch of activity, as the part-time 
worker concerned.

Part-time work itself comes in many varieties, 
from very short weekly working hours to levels 
comparable with full-time work (up to and over 
30 hours per week is one conventional cut-off for 
determining part-time weekly working hours). 
The share of those working such short weekly 
hours has grown in nearly all Member States. Over 
the period 1996–2015, notable increases were ob-
served in Austria (from 1.6% to 5.8%), Germany 
(from 3.5% to 6.9%) and Denmark (from 6.1% to 
9.2%). While women account for the majority of 
part-time work with very short hours, the share of 
men has grown relatively faster since 1996 (from 
1.5% to 2.8% of all male workers) compared with 
women’s share (from 6.1% to 6.6% of all female 
workers). Highest shares were recorded among 
both young workers (up to 24 years of age) and 
workers above 64 years of age, and it was in these 
groups, in particular the younger group, that the 
greatest growth in the share of part-time work 
with very short hours was recorded [1, p. 16]. 

Temporary work is booming, in particular in 
Germany. Almost two percent of all employees 
are temps rented by agencies to other companies 
to meet peaks in demand without hiring new staff. 
The politicians who came up with the idea origi-
nally believed that the system would allow the 
German economy to better react to business fluc-
tuations. At the same time, temporary work would 
help unemployed people get into permanent jobs. 
That’s how it works in theory, anyway [2]. But in 
practice, several companies recognized the tremen-
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dous saving potential that came with hiring cheap 
temporary workers instead of sticking to their 
more expensive permanent employees.

Part-time work is carried out for many differ-
ent reasons, reflecting the interest of workers, em-
ployers, or both. When looking at the advantages 
and disadvantages of part-time work, it is impor-
tant to distinguish between voluntary and invol-
untary part-time, taking into account the ’hidden’ 
involuntary part-timers trapped in this form of 
work due to lack of other options. Research shows 
that part-time work has a series of different con-
sequences for employees, employers and the econ-
omy as a whole. For example, part-time work is 
understood to increase female participation in the 
labour force, and therefore has a positive effect on 
the employment rate. It allows employers to ad-
just their resources to cyclical conditions over the 
course of a day/week/month/year and it also al-
lows businesses to respond to the economic cycle. 
For employees it may be a solution to maintaining 
their work-life balance, enabling parents to spend 
more time with their children while remaining in 
employment. At the same time, part-time work 
may increase overall labour costs for business-
es due to the presence of fixed costs. Employees 
working part-time have lower earnings and fewer 
possibilities, on average, for career progression. 
Some results suggest that the quality of part-time 
jobs is on average lower, although the job satisfac-
tion of part-time workers is, on the whole, similar 
to that of full-time workers.

It should be noted that, precarious work is fre-
quently associated with, but cannot be considered 
identical to the following types of employment: 
“part-time employment, self-employment, fixed-
term work, temporary work, on-call work, home 
working, and telecommuting.” All of these forms of 
employment are related in that they depart from 
the standard employment relationship (full-time, 
continuous work with one employer), but they are 
not in all cases to be considered precarious, since 
a good legislation and/or good collective agree-
ments can secure these contract forms [3]. 

Nevertheless, views are divided on the issue of 
non-standard forms of employment.

The Report for discussion at the Meeting of 
Experts on Non-Standard Forms of Employment 
(Geneva, 16–19 February 2015) sets out a typol-
ogy of non-standard employment, and presents 
a general overview of the prevalence and growth 
of different forms of non-standard employment 
around the world, the reason for its use, and its  
effects on workers, firms and the labour market, 
with special attention paid to fundamental prin-
ciples and rights at work. It also reviews ILO 
standards, regional and national regulation of the 
different types of non-standard employment, and 
recent reforms. 

Work under non-standard forms of employ-
ment contracts can affect employees in a variety 
of ways. Empirical evidence suggests that de facto 
earnings of workers in non-standard forms of em-
ployment may differ from those of regular workers. 
Workers employed under non-standard forms of 
employment contracts frequently have inadequate 
employment-based social security coverage, either 

because they are explicitly excluded from receiv-
ing coverage by law or because their short tenure, 
short contribution periods or low earnings may 
limit access to such entitlements. Although they 
are faced with many of the same risks as other 
workers, because multiple parties are involved, 
with the contracting agency paying the wages 
but the user firm giving the instructions, there is 
greater potential for accidents, even if responsibil-
ity for safety and health at the workplace lies with 
the user firm. Workers in non-standard forms of 
employment may experience difficulty in joining 
trade unions or in being covered by collective bar-
gaining agreements [4].

Non-standard forms of employment contacts 
are being widely used also in Ukraine.

Part-time employment (defined statistically 
as employees who work fewer than 35 hours per 
week) is the most widespread type of non-standard 
employment found among women. Broader public 
policies aimed at women in non-standard work 
can either reinforce gender stereotyping – and its 
subsequent ramifications in the labour market – or 
remedy it. Indeed, differences in labour force par-
ticipation rates frequently reflect prevailing social 
welfare policies, tax policies and the provision of 
public services. In this regard, it is important to 
institute policies aimed at increasing overall la-
bour force participation of women by promoting 
tax systems that favour second earners, and mak-
ing it easier for women and men to reach better 
work-family balance through publicly funded and 
adequate care services, public transfers, and suita-
ble and quality workplace working time [5]. 

The multivariate analysis reinforces some of 
the findings of the descriptive analysis, but falsifies 
some of the others. It confirms that being of tem-
porary status, working in lower-level service occu-
pations (sales and service workers and, especially, 
elementary occupations) or similar sectors (house-
holds as employers) as well as having only started 
one’s current job within the last year are all factors 
associated with a higher prevalence of involuntary 
part-time work. Conversely, being of long tenure 
or working in a predominantly male-employing 
sector such as manufacturing (also utilities and 
construction) is associated with a lower prevalence 
of involuntary part-time work. While having a 
graduate-level education provides a (modest) level 
of protection against involuntary part-time status 
compared with those who completed secondary 
education in the full model (where all employees is 
the population), this effect becomes insignificant 
in the part-time only model [1, p. 23].

Conclusions

This makes it impossible the spread for these 
workers a legal mechanism for ensuring labour 
rights, including personal non-property labour 
rights.

Better work–life balance has an implicit so-
cietal value that is linked to gender equality and 
quality of life. It also has an economic dimension, 
with poor work–life balance hampering participa-
tion in the labour market. It has been proven that 
more attractive working arrangements have the 
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potential to boost labour supply for those who find 
it difficult to reconcile rigid working arrangements 
with their family commitments [6, p. 9].

Ukraine should ratify ILO Convention № 175 
on Part-Time Work 1994. Particularly, measures 
shall be taken to ensure that part-time workers 
receive the same protection as that accorded to 
comparable full-time workers in respect of: the 
right to organize, the right to bargain collective-
ly and the right to act as workers’ representatives; 
occupational safety and health; discrimination in 
employment and occupation. 

With the purpose of resolving the situation 
in the labour market, it is necessary to introduce 
an efficient strategy for creating jobs, directed at 
increasing employment and the effective protec-
tion of individuals from unemployment, to im-
prove legal mechanisms to encourage employers 
to create new productive high-tech workplaces 
[7, p. 449]. 

This is especially true thatpart-time employ-
ees must receive the same treatment as full-time 
permanent staff. Specifically, it is important to en-
sure that temporary employees enjoy equality and 
non-discrimination in terms of wages, social bene-
fits, training, and access to collective bargaining.

Social dialogue can play a relevant role. The 
Law of Ukraine “On Social Dialogue in Ukraine” 
determines the legal principles of organizing 
and the procedure for holding social dialogue in 
Ukraine with the purpose of developing and imple-
menting the state social and economic policy, reg-
ulating labour, social and economic relations, and 
ensuring improvement of the living standard and 
the quality of life, as well as social stability in the 
society. Article 8 of the Law envisages that social 
dialogue is conducted between the parties of social 
dialogue in the following forms: exchange of infor-

mation; consultation; reconciliatory procedures; 
collective negotiations on conclusion of collective 
agreements. 

Ukrainian legislation should include a provi-
sion stating that the employees have the same indi-
vidual and collective labour rights as other catego-
ries of employees, including personal non-property 
labour rights.
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У статті підкреслюється, що тимчасова зайнятість веде до зростання нерівності та соціальної неза-
хищеності, підриває перспективи економічного розвитку країни, викликає неухильне зниження рівня жит-
тя працівників. Аналізується проблема законодавчого врегулювання правовідносин між роботодавцями  
і працівниками, що працюють при нетипових формах зайнятості. 

Ключові слова: гідна робота, особисті немайнові трудові права, неповний робочий день, нерівність.

В статье подчеркивается, что временная занятость ведет к росту неравенства и социальной неза-
щищенности, подрывает перспективы экономического развития страны, вызывает неуклонное снижение 
уровня жизни работников. Анализируется проблема законодательного урегулирования правоотношений 
между работодателями и работниками, которые работают при нетипичных формах занятости, и част-
ных агентств занятости.

Ключевые слова: достойная робота, личные неимущественные трудовые права, неполный рабочий день, 
неравенство.


